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Project objectives

•

Promote the capacity of all the players in the field of architecture as well as the
competitiveness in this sector
Create a European network of excellence in the architectural sector capable of responding
to the societal challenges in the various territories.
Launch a new architectural culture which puts architecture at the centre of our societal
challenges and benefits every citizen.

Project actions
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Permis de Faire
- Experimental project linked with
the partner territories/regions
- Support in the drafting of the
requirements specification
- Evaluation
- Sharing of best practices
- Training for the architects,
facilitate access to the European
market

Innovation
- Extend research and development
to the field of architecture
- Offer training that encourages the
interaction between economic,
academic and cultural
environments.
- Prototype the innovations

Expertise offer

Region Architecture Europe Award
- Establish the label Region
Architecture Europe, a label of
innovation and excellence at the
service of the territories and their
citizens
- Promotion of the European
architecture

Launch a new architectural culture
- Involve the public in the
architectural process
- Annual conference of the
Region(s) Architecture Europe
- Create a platform for architectural
innovations

Extend research and development to the field of architecture, promote networking among all players
in the architectural sector
We are looking for stakeholders in the field of architecture such as academies, cultural institutions,
companies, architects from every European country
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Michèle Dar – michele.dard@regionarchitecture.eu – Mobile – 0033671206882
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